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• Radiation doses associated with runaway electrons producing TGFs may exceed9
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Abstract14

With a typical production altitude of ∼12 km, Terrestrial Gamma ray Flash (TGF)15

sources are close to commercial flight altitudes, and these events could potentially be an16

unforeseen exposure to ionizing radiation for aircraft passengers and crews. Dwyer et17

al. (2010) estimated the dose that a TGF could produce, and showed that TGFs in prin-18

ciple could be an additional non-negligible factor to the exposure for aircraft passengers.19

The regulations for aircrew protection against radiation, only consider the radiation of20

galactic and solar origin (ICRP, 2007; Bottollier-Depois et al., 2012). Other possible sources21

of exposure, such as TGFs, are not yet considered, mainly because of the lack of reliable22

data on possible dose level and on the probability for an airplane to be in the vicinity23

of such an event. In order to improve the evaluation of the TGF exposure level and as-24

sociated risks, and as there is still a divergence of opinion about the exact source mech-25

anisms, we present calculations of doses produced by high-energy electrons in TGF sources,26

within two different lightning leader-based production models: (1) a pure lightning leader27

model and (2) considering further avalanches in a homogeneous electric field region. We28

find that although the doses from photon and secondary electron beams are weak, the29

dose potentially received by passengers inside the TGF electron source regions may be30

very high (> 20 mSv). The results reported in the present paper call for a need to per-31

form a thorough risk assessment including the probability for an aircraft to be in a TGF32

source region.33

1 Introduction34

Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs) are bursts of high-energy photons first re-35

ported in 1994 with the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (Fishman et al., 1994). They36

last less than 1 millisecond (Fishman et al., 2011; Marisaldi et al., 2015) and single pho-37

tons can reach more than 40 MeV in energy (Briggs et al., 2010; Marisaldi et al., 2010).38

They are produced at an altitude of ∼12 km (Lu et al., 2010; Cummer et al., 2011, 2014,39

2015). From the start, these events have been known to be correlated with thunderstorm40

activity (Fishman et al., 1994), and we now know that they are associated with a com-41

mon type of lightning discharges, namely normal polarity intracloud discharges that trans-42

port negative charges upward (+IC) (Stanley et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2010). TGFs are very43

bright, with a fluence up to ∼ 1 photon/cm2 when observed from a 500 kilometers or-44
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bit (e.g., Briggs et al., 2010) and quite frequent as their occurrence rate is estimated to45

be 400,000 per year, only for those events observable by Fermi-GBM (Briggs et al., 2013).46

stgaard et al. (2012) estimate that detectable TGFs such as those considered in the47

present study are produced by over 2% of intra-cloud (IC) lightning discharges, which48

lightning type represents about 75% of all lightning, and that it cannot yet be excluded49

that all lightning could produce TGFs too dim to be detected from satellite. Briggs et50

al. (2013) estimate a TGF occurrence rate of 400,000 per year for TGFs detectable by51

the Fermi-GBM corresponding to 1/2600 TGF per lightning optically detected from space.52

Significant research effort has been recently focused on dim TGFs, not necessarily de-53

tectable from space, but corresponding to photon counts statistically correlated to ground-54

based lightning detection as proposed by Smith et al. (2014). The results of these stud-55

ies depend on the considered satellite detector and the ground-based lightning detection56

network used. They lead to different effective statistical thresholds. McTague et al. (2015)57

found that TGFs occur between 1/40 and 1/500 of IC discharges over the continental58

US using Fermi and stgaard et al. (2015) found a TGF-IC ratio of 1/1900-1/1600 through59

comparison of RHESSI and WWLLN data, but speculated that a large population of weaker60

TGFs may exist. Also using RHESSI and WWLLN, Smith et al. (2016) concluded that61

less than 1% of lightning are coincident with TGFs. Using a larger data set, Albrechtsen62

et al. (2019) found that 0.71% of IC discharges produce TGFs leading to 3 or more counts63

in RHESSI detectors. In summary, the frequency of dim TGFs leading to less than one64

photon in usual satellite detectors is still unknown. However, for stronger TGFs, such65

as those the present work is based on, published studies place the TGF-IC lightning ra-66

tio to a level slightly lower than 1%.67

Currently, the exact production mechanism of TGFs remains uncertain. Several68

models have been proposed, but nearly all agree on the fact that processes related to rel-69

ativistic runaway electron avalanches (RREAs) explain fluences and spectra observed by70

satellites (e.g., Dwyer et al., 2012). In the atmosphere, an electric field exceeding the min-71

imum ionizing particle (MIP) energy loss rate (∼ 210 keV·m−1 at ground level (Berger72

et al., 2016)) is necessary to give more energy to the electrons than they lose through73

collisions. In fact, because of electron scattering the runaway threshold electric field is74

slightly higher: Eth = 280 kV·m−1 (Dwyer, 2003). Electrons with sufficiently high en-75

ergy thus become runaway electrons, hence accelerating under a given electric field while76

still colliding with air molecules (Wilson, 1925). Rarely, secondary electrons produced77
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will also be runaway electrons, accelerate, and knock off new electrons. This then forms78

runaway electron avalanches, called RREAs. There is a divergence of opinion about how79

RREAs are initiated. Three models exist: (1) the pure leader model (e.g., Xu et al., 2012;80

Celestin et al., 2015), (2) production of seed runaway electrons by a leader with further81

RREAs in ambient field > Eth (Dwyer, 2008), and (3) relativistic feedback accompa-82

nied with a leader or not (Dwyer, 2003; Liu & Dwyer, 2013; Khn et al., 2017). However,83

recent publications related to the contemporary ASIM mission have suggested the streamer-84

leader origin of TGFs by showing that all of the TGFs studied in their work were as-85

sociated with an optical emission. (Heumesser et al., 2020; Khn et al., 2020). In our pa-86

per, we focus on the two first models. In the context of those two models, the RREA beam87

radius, and hence, fluxes and doses, are well-defined.88

Given the high-energy nature and the mean production altitude of these events,89

in addition to possible effects on avionics (Tavani et al., 2013), it seems reasonable to90

think that TGFs could potentially deliver non-negligible doses at typical commercial flight91

altitudes. A first estimation of the doses produced by runaway electrons was reported92

by Dwyer et al. (2010). They indicated that, depending on the radius of the runaway93

electron beam, TGF doses might approach or even exceed annual safety limits.94

Nowadays, when mandatory by national regulations, an evaluation of the exposure95

in terms of effective dose is usually made for each aircrew. The dose evaluations are per-96

formed as for all other certified services of individual monitoring sometimes using pas-97

sive dosimetry but usually using calculation tools for aircrews, individual aircrew doses98

being reported monthly at minimum. Monitoring systems calculate the effective dose for99

each and every flight using when possible real flight route information, individual expo-100

sure being the sum of doses for flights listed for a given aircrew. These certified calcu-101

lation tools take into account the solar modulation for the Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR)102

flux and also contribution of Solar Energetic Proton (SEP) events (e.g., Clairand et al.,103

2009; Bottollier-Depois et al., 2012). Compared to routine individual dosimetry services104

with passive dosimeters, this unique approach used for aircrew dosimetry is far more ef-105

ficient: doses are directly evaluated in terms of effective dose in which annual limits are106

expressed, costs are reduced, including the cost of lost dosimeters, and there is no issue107

with the problem of dosimeter detection limit or background doses. International rec-108

ommendation and most of national regulations imposed a limit at 20 mSv over the last109

12 months for the exposed workers. In several countries, aircrews having an exposure110
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above 1 mSv on a consecutive 12-month period are considered as exposed workers and111

individual dose monitoring is therefore mandatory. For European airlines, the highest112

aircrew exposure remains below 6 mSv.113

However, as a recently discovered phenomenon, TGFs are not included in these eval-114

uations. Actually, since aircrew doses are assessed by calculations, very few in-flight mea-115

surement monitoring programs exist. Those existing are focusing on the measurement116

of SEP events with instrumentation not adapted to high energy bursts of X-rays or en-117

ergetic electrons. Therefore, no measured data on doses due to TGF are available, es-118

pecially in real airline operation conditions. At aircraft altitudes, only two TGFs have119

been detected so far (Smith et al., 2011; Bowers et al., 2018), none of them in the direct120

beam. The few data from dedicated flight campaigns around thunderstorms are not suf-121

ficient to assess the exposure and risk for aircrew (e.g., Trompier et al., 2014). Simula-122

tions are obviously the most pragmatic approach for providing a first dose evaluation per123

event. The probability to be exposed is another key point that will not be easy to solve.124

Moreover, for the calculations, due to the number of models and the number of relevant125

parameters in the calculation, intercomparisons will be necessary to evaluate the reli-126

ability of these estimations. A similar approach is in progress in the frame of Eurados127

(the European Radiation Dosimetry Group) regarding the dose evaluation of SEP events128

that exhibit large discrepancy depending on methods or models (Bottollier-Depois et al.,129

2012). In the case of TGFs, the exposure being localized and very short compared to SEP130

events, assessing the associated risks as closely as possible with airline operating con-131

ditions, will require to collect a large amount of data with new in-flight measurement mon-132

itoring programs. Simulation and flight measurement studies are necessary to evaluate133

the need to take TGFs into account as a new possible source of exposure. Nevertheless,134

if TGF doses are assessed to be significant, this could challenge the paradigm of dose eval-135

uation for an aircrew. As a consequence, the implementation of measurement systems136

for on-board re-routing strategies, or individual dosimeters might be required. This could137

end up as significant costs for airlines, with additional lower performances, and higher138

uncertainties for individual dosimetry.139

In the present work, we calculate the radiation doses produced by runaway elec-140

trons in RREAs using two different production models (Sections 2.2 and 3.1 for the first141

model, and 2.3 and 3.2 for the second model) and the radiation dose delivered by pho-142

tons and secondary electrons (Sections 2.4 and 3.3). A discussion of the effect of the air-143
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craft cabin on the doses delivered by particles associated with TGFs is presented Sec-144

tion 4.3. Figure 1 illustrates the basic situation we focus on in this work: we use a source145

altitude of 12 km, which is typical for TGFs. We will estimate doses for altitudes rang-146

ing from 12 to 13 km for electrons and from 13 to 20 km for gamma rays. The main hy-147

pothesis of this study is the production of 1018 photons at the TGF source, which is con-148

sidered as a bright TGF as supported by satellite measurements (e. g., Gjesteland et al.,149

2015; Mailyan et al., 2016, 2019). This assumption is discussed further in Section 4.2.150

-TGF source 12 km

-500 km

Radial distance

Altitude

Low Earth Orbit

13 - 20 km
Photon irradiation

12 - 13 km
Electron irradiation

TGF gamma rays

RREAs

0
-0 km

Ground

Secondary electrons

Figure 1. Representation of the situation studied in this work. The pink area represents the

TGF, while the yellow area is the location of causative RREAs. Secondary electrons are electrons

produced by collisions between TGF photons and air molecules.

2 Methods151

2.1 Radiation dose calculation152

In radioprotection, a quantity named absorbed dose quantifies the energy deposited153

by ionizing radiation per mass unit in matter and is expressed in grays (Gy). Two quan-154

tities are defined to quantify the associated health hazard. The first one, called effec-155

tive dose, is a protection quantity in which the exposure limits are expressed. This quan-156

tity is calculated by summing the absorbed dose in organs weighted by coefficients that157
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take into account the variability of organ sensitivity to ionizing radiation and the vari-158

ability of biological effects of the different radiation types. The second is an operational159

quantity used to estimate the effective dose through measurements. It is named ambi-160

ent dose equivalent, noted H∗(10), and is defined by the absorbed dose that would be161

deposited by the corresponding expanded and aligned radiation field into a 30-cm diam-162

eter sphere made of tissue-equivalent material (ICRU sphere) at a 10-mm depth on the163

radius opposing the direction of the aligned radiation field, taking into account the ra-164

diation type. Both these quantities are measured in sieverts (Sv) (ICRP, 2007)165

Doses can be calculated from the radiation fluence, which is the number of parti-166

cles going through a surface per unit area. It corresponds to a flux integrated over time.167

To go from a fluence to a dose in the present work, we use fluence-to-dose conversion co-168

efficients (units: Sv·cm2) from the Fluka database (Pelliccioni, 2000). In particular, we169

use photon and electron coefficients. These coefficients are shown as a function of par-170

ticle energy in Figure 2. Ambient dose equivalent coefficients are in solid lines for elec-171

trons (in blue) and photons (in magenta). The three other lines are effective doses for172

different exposure geometries: anteroposterior (AP), isotropic (Iso), and from the top173

(Top). These coefficients take into account the danger related to the type of radiation174

received and also the sensitivity of the irradiated tissue.175

For the sake of reproducibility and comparison to measurements, in this paper we176

mainly focus on the ambient dose equivalent H∗(10):177

H∗(10) =

∫ +∞

εmin

fH∗(ε) · φ(ε) · dε (1)178

where εmin is the minimum energy considered, φ(ε) is the fluence of electrons or pho-179

tons as a function of the energy ε, and fH∗ is the fluence-to-ambient dose equivalent con-180

version coefficient for electrons or photons (see Figure 2). For the energy range of inter-181

est here, effective doses Iso and AP are on the same order of magnitudes as H∗(10) (see182

Figure 2).183

To go from the electron fluence to the ambient dose equivalent, one can use a con-184

version factor h that is calculated as follows:185

h =

∫ +∞

εmin

f(ε) fH∗(ε) dε (2)

where f(ε) is the normalized RREA spectrum (integration of f(ε) over the energy range186

equals one) such that φ(ε) = ϕ·f(ε), where ϕ is the total fluence, and fH∗ is the fluence-187
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Figure 2. Fluence-to-dose conversion coefficients as a function of the energy, used to calculate

doses in the present paper. Data are obtained from the Fluka database (Pelliccioni, 2000). The

coefficients used in this paper are fH∗(10), the ambient dose equivalent coefficients.

to-ambient dose equivalent conversion coefficients for electrons (see Figure 2) ; h is there-188

fore a constant. Hence, one obtains H∗(10) = h ·ϕ, where h was found to be 3 ·10−14189

Sv·m2 for the ambient dose equivalent. For the sake of comparison, the value of h found190

in this paper is consistent with that found in (Dwyer et al., 2010) for an effective dose191

in anteroposterior direction (hE ∼ 9 · 10−15 Sv·m2).192

2.2 Pure leader model193

In the pure leader model, we assume that electrons are accelerated in the high and194

inhomogeneous electric field created by a leader tip without further acceleration in the195

ambient field. We use a 3-D relativistic Monte Carlo model to simulate the propagation196

of electrons in air (80% of N2 and 20% of O2), capable of simulating electrons from sub-197

eV to GeVs (Celestin & Pasko, 2011). The electric field depends on the length l of the198

leader channel immersed in an ambient electric field E0 < Eth. The quantity Eth ≈199

284 kV·m−1 is the threshold electric field for producing RREAs at ground level (e.g., Dwyer,200
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2003). Assuming that the leader channel is an equipotential, the electric field in the vicin-201

ity of the leader tip is calculated through the method of moments (Balanis, 1989). This202

method implies that the electric field is not yet shielded by the developing streamers in203

our simulations (see discussion in Celestin and Pasko (2011)). The energies of secondary204

electrons are obtained from the ionization differential cross section, calculated through205

the relativistic binary-encounter-Bethe model (Kim et al., 2000; Celestin & Pasko, 2010).206

The relativistic equations of conservation of momentum and energy give the scattering207

angles of primary and secondary electrons, considering that the formed ion is static. A208

continuous radiative friction of electrons due to bremsstrahlung (Berger et al., 2005) is209

also implemented. It becomes significant for electrons with energy on the order of a few210

10s of MeV or more.211

In this work, we assume that the lightning leader produces a potentiel drop of 300212

MV. This potential drop allows for RREAs to develop fully and reach a typical spectrum213

with an exponential cutoff (see Celestin et al., 2015).214

Criticisms and constraints about such model have been expressed in (Skeltved et215

al., 2017). Celestin and Pasko (2011) and Skeltved et al. (2017) argue that the static vac-216

uum solution overestimates the maximum electric field and that it should be limited to217

a magnitude of 50 kV·cm−1. This maximum field is also constrained by the time scale218

of increase of the electric field in front of a new leader branch during leader-stepping [see219

Celestin and Pasko (2011), Figure 7]. Based on the dynamic streamer production pro-220

cess at the tip of the lightning leader (Bazelyan & Raizer, 2000) pp. 6768], Celestin and221

Pasko (2011) also argued that 50 kV·cm−1 was a reasonable assumption on the maxi-222

mum of the electric field amplitude. It must be noted that the latter argument is based223

on the hypothesis of a steady streamer production. Fast potential increase in the newly224

created leader branch might lead to a stronger electric field at the tip of the leader, as225

also noted by Celestin and Pasko (2011) and Skeltved et al. (2017). In the present sim-226

ulations, the static vacuum solution is obtained through the method of moments (e.g.,227

see Celestin et al., 2015) and runaway electrons are only injected at the location where228

the electric field magnitude gets below 50 kV·cm−1.229

Skeltved et al. (2017) also pointed out that the acceleration of runaway electrons230

under such constraints could not explain TGFs with the highest photon energy observed.231

However, it must be noted that under the 50 kV·cm−1 field limitation hypothesis, a great232
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deal of the potential drop is artificially made unavailable to the electrons in the simu-233

lations. In reality, the leader system is dynamic and as the field is screened by the pro-234

duction of streamers, the potential drop does not simply disappear but should be dy-235

namically displaced and participate to the acceleration of runaway electrons.236

An important point is to estimate the initial number of electrons at the source, in237

order to correctly scale the simulation. Indeed, the simulation is composed of 40000 elec-238

trons at the beginning and is scaled to the real number of electron at the source in a sec-239

ond step. The average bremsstrahlung photon production frequency per electron < νγ >,240

for electrons with energies greater than εmin at each moment of time is (e.g., Celestin241

et al., 2015):242

< νγ > (t) = N

∫ +∞

εmin

f(ε, t)σγ(ε)ve(ε)dε (3)

where σγ(ε) =
∫ ε
εmin

dσγ
dεγ

(ε, εγ)dεγ is the total cross section for production of bremsstrahlung243

photons with energies greater than εmin by deflections of an electron with energy ε >244

εmin, N is the local air density, f(ε, t) is the instantaneous normalized energy distribu-245

tion of electrons at any moment of time, and ve(ε) = c

√
1−

(
1 + ε

mc2

)−2
is the rela-246

tivistic speed of an electron with energy ε and rest mass m, and c is the speed of light247

in vacuum. The total number of produced photons with energy greater than εmin is (Celestin248

et al., 2015):249

Nγ =

∫ +∞

0

Ne(t) < νγ > (t)dt (4)

where Ne(t) is the number of high-energy electrons as a function of the time.250

–10–
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2.3 Leader injection accompanied with RREAs in a homogeneous field251

For this section, we assume that the electron source is thermal runaway electrons252

produced by streamers and accelerated in a leader tip. They are accelerated further and253

a RREA takes place in the homogeneous ambient electric field E0 > Eth over a distance254

of 1 km. This leader injection does not constrain the model to have a very localized elec-255

tron source as the thermal runaway electrons propagate in a divergent field, possibly pro-256

duced by different leader branches, and thus according to simulations, the electron source257

diameter can take values up to hundreds of meters. This is the reason why we estimate258

electron doses for this model with an initial source diameter between 0 and 2 km (as seen259

on Figure 5).260

The initial number of electrons composing the electron source discussed above is261

defined so as to produce 1018 photons with energies > 1 MeV in the end. It depends262

on the electric field, the length of the avalanche region, and the altitude. Using the av-263

erage RREA speed 0.89c (Coleman & Dwyer, 2006), the number of electron during a RREA264

is expressed as:265

Ne(t) = N0 exp

(
z

λ(E)

)
= N0 exp

(
t× 0.89c

λ(E)

)
(5)

Coleman and Dwyer (2006) expressed the avalanche length, also called e-folding length,266

for an electric field magnitude E greater than 300 kV·m−1 as a function of the electric267

field value as:268

λ(E) =
7300± 60 kV

(E − 276± 4 kV ·m−1)
(6)

Taking a RREA spectrum as f(ε) ∝ exp (−ε/7.3 MeV), in equations (3) and (4), we269

can calculate the number of electrons at the beginning and at each moment of time dur-270

ing the avalanche, depending on the electric field value. In order to study the changes271

implied by different electric field strengths, we use two magnitudes: 400 N/N0 kV·m−1272

and 500 N/N0 kV·m−1, where N is the local air density and N0 the air density at ground273

level. These two amplitudes respectively correspond to ratios ξ = E/Eth of ∼1.4 and274

∼1.8.275

The maximum electric field magnitude used in the present study is 500 N/N0 kV·m−1276

over a maximum length of the acceleration region of 1 km. The injection of runaway elec-277

trons is localized at an altitude of 12 km. The local electric field magnitude is therefore278

118 kV·m−1. Dwyer (2003), Figure 3 presents a figure showing the relativistic feedback279

threshold electric field magnitude as a function of the acceleration length at ground level.280
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Using GEANT4, Skeltved et al. (2014), Figure 6 found somewhat lower thresholds, while281

in good general agreement with Dwyer (2003). Both results presented by Dwyer (2003)282

and Skeltved et al. (2014) are shown considering ground-level atmospheric density. At283

12 km altitude, an acceleration under a field of 118 kV·m−1 over 1 km is scalable to an284

acceleration under 500 kV·m−1 over a length of 236 m. Both figures presented by Dwyer285

(2003) and Skeltved et al. (2014), clearly show that the studied configuration is subcrit-286

ical (“semi-stable”, in the words of Dwyer (2003), although close to triggering relativis-287

tic feedback. Another equivalent way to observe the same fact is to use the figure 11 of288

Skeltved et al. (2014) showing the relativistic feedback electric field threshold as a func-289

tion of the electric potential drop in the acceleration region. The total potential drop290

in our configuration is 118 MV. Analysis of Figure 11 of Skeltved et al. (2014) show that291

the maximum field magnitude for which relativistic feedback is not triggered somewhat292

exceeds 500 kV·m−1 (for a field scaled to ground-level). In conclusion, relativistic feed-293

back is not expected to occur in the configurations studied in the present paper.294

To calculate the ambient dose equivalent, we need to estimate the electron fluence.295

However, the electron beam diameter remains a degree of freedom. We choose to esti-296

mate the dose depending on the electron beam diameter at the end of the avalanche, for297

diameters between 0 and 2 km.298

To estimate the electron beam diameter during the avalanche, we make the assump-299

tion that the beam radius follows a diffusion radius rD =
√

αD⊥
v z(t) +R2

0, where R0300

is the initial radius, taking α = 1/4 according to Monte Carlo simulations (Berge et301

al., 2019). For the diffusion coefficient D⊥, we make use of the following estimate (Dwyer,302

2010):303

D⊥/v = (5.86 · 104)E−1.79 (7)

in meters, where E is the electric field expressed in units of kV·m−1.304

2.4 Photons and secondary electrons305

Additionally to doses from runaway electrons in the TGF source region, doses due306

to photons and due to electrons produced as a result of photon TGF collisions with air307

molecules are also estimated in the present study. We have used a Monte Carlo code based308

on Østgaard et al. (2008) to propagate photons in the atmosphere. The code takes into309

account three types of collisions for the photons. Photoelectric absorption is the main310
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process for energies up to ∼30 keV, Compton scattering is the main process for energies311

from ∼30 keV up to ∼30 MeV, and electron-positron pair production is the main pro-312

cess for energies higher than ∼30 MeV. Energy and position of secondary electrons cre-313

ated by all the above-mentioned processes are recorded for the most dangerous location,314

that is for the closest point along the axis of the source, within a 500-meter radius, 1 km315

above the source.316

In order to focus on the worst case scenario, we simulated a point photon source317

at an altitude of 12 km, for the sake of consistency with calculations of runaway elec-318

tron doses. The initial velocities of the photons are uniformly distributed within a cone319

of 45◦ opening half-angle and the scale height is 8.2 km (the scale height characterizes320

a planetary atmosphere; it is the increase in altitude corresponding to a decrease in at-321

mospheric pressure by a factor e). The energy distribution is in agreement with the RREA322

phenomenon, which produces a 7.3 MeV cut-off in the primary electron spectrum. Positrons323

created through electron-positron pair production are assumed to annihilate locally where324

the collision occurs, producing two photons with energy of 511 keV in opposite direc-325

tion that are taken into account in the simulation. Bremsstrahlung from secondary elec-326

trons produced by photon collisions is not taken into account. Again, 1018 initial pho-327

tons are considered to be produced.328

3 Results329

Three levels of exposure are plotted in the figures presented in this paper in order330

to give an idea of the exposure compared to usual annual effective doses for workers: 1331

mSv, 6 mSv, and 20 mSv. According to French law, workers receiving an annual cumu-332

lated effective dose above 1 mSv are considered as exposed workers and therefore their333

exposure has to be assessed. For exposed workers, a management threshold is fixed at334

6 mSv, defining two worker categories referred to as A and B. Category A workers po-335

tentially receive effective doses above 6 mSv and have reinforced medical follow-ups. Cat-336

egory B workers potentially receive an effective dose >1 mSv. However, for aircrews, the337

only annual regulatory limit is 20 mSv. In some figures, the 1-Sv limit is plotted, cor-338

responding to a highly dangerous dose implying acute health effects, including nausea339

as an example. Neither limit takes natural and medical exposures into account.340
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Although regulatory limits are established using effective doses, over the energy range341

considered in the present study, ambient dose equivalents H∗(10) and effective doses have342

comparable values (see Figure 2).343

3.1 Pure leader model344

Using f(ε, t) and Ne(t) from our Monte Carlo simulations,
dσγ
dεγ

from (Lehtinen, 2000)345

and assuming that a typical TGF observed from space produces 1018 photons, given the346

assumptions made about the potential drop (see Section 2.2), we found that 1014 run-347

away electrons need to be produced at the source (i.e., thermal runaway seeds with en-348

ergy >3.5 keV injected in the vicinity of the leader tip, see (Celestin & Pasko, 2011))349

(calculated in Section 2.2). This number will be used for the number of initial runaway350

electrons hereafter.351

Figure 3 shows the electron dose produced for one TGF in less than 1 ms, obtained352

within the pure leader model in a 2-D cross-sectional view: depending on the altitude353

inside the avalanche and on the radial distance. The position of the leader tip (at an al-354

titude of 12 km) is shown as a red diamond.355

Electrons propagate until they slow down in low-field regions. In this case, the RREA356

takes place over almost 750 meters in altitude up from the source and about 600 meters357

in diameter for most of the electrons.358

The maximum of the dose delivered by the RREA is 0.29 Sv, 50 meters above the359

source. At this distance, 90% of the electrons are contained in a 15-meter diameter disk.360

The energy spectrum of the electrons contained in the 15-meter diameter disk, 50 me-361

ters above the source is shown on Figure 4. This figure presents an instantaneous spec-362

trum obtained when the mean position of electrons reaches z = 50 m. A sharp cutoff around363

30 MeV observed in the spectrum is explained by the fact that electrons could only gain364

that much energy from the injection point to the moment they reached 50 m.365

The altitude for which the H∗(10) dose produced by the RREA during less than366

1 ms goes below the limit effective dose defining the workers category A (6 mSv) is 430367

meters above the source, and at this altitude 90% of the electrons are included in a 280-368

meter diameter disk. The altitude for which the dose goes below the regulatory annual369
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Figure 3. 2-D cross-sectional view of the calculated ambient dose equivalent associated with

runaway electrons producing a TGF, obtained within pure leader model. The leader tip is rep-

resented as a red diamond. The dashed lines are isocontours at 1 mSv, 6 mSv, and 20 mSv,

presented here for comparison with the three levels of exposure corresponding to the annual regu-

latory limit to non-exposed workers (1 mSv), the annual limit defining the category A of exposed

workers (6 mSv), and the annual regulatory limit to aircrew (20 mSv). Although regulatory lim-

its are established using effective doses, over the energy range considered in the present study,

ambient dose equivalent H∗(10) and effective doses have comparable values.

limit to the non-exposed workers (1 mSv) is 550 meters above the source, and at this al-370

titude 90% of the electrons are included in a 337-meter diameter disk.371

3.2 Leader injection accompanied with RREAs in a homogeneous field372

For an electric field of 400 kV·m−1 normalized to ground level, a source altitude373

of 12 km, and a length of the avalanche region of 1 km, we found a number of 6·1016 elec-374

trons is needed at the source so as to have 1018 photons with energy > 1 MeV produced375
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Figure 4. Energy spectrum of the RREA electrons contained in the 15-meter diameter disk,

50 meters above the source.

through bremsstrahlung (see Section 2.3). For an electric field of 500 kV·m−1 normal-376

ized to ground level, a source altitude of 12 km, and a total acceleration length of 1 km,377

we found a number of 4·1015 electrons at the source (see Section 2.3).378

The dose produced by the electrons for one TGF during less than 1 ms obtained379

with a homogeneous electric field model at a 12 km altitude are plotted in Figure 5, for380

two different electric field values: 400 kV·m−1 (Figure 5.A) and 500 kV·m−1 (Figure 5.B)381

(scaled to ground-level), respectively, both extending over a length of 1 km. Panels A.1382

and B.1 show the dose produced at the end of a 1-kilometer-long avalanche, at an alti-383

tude of 13 km, as a function of the electron beam diameter. Panels A.2 and B.2 show384

the dose produced as a function of the electron beam diameter and as a function of the385

altitude inside the avalanche. Panels A.3 and B.3 show the dose as a function of the al-386

titude inside the avalanche for a point source. A striped area indicates the non-physical387

cases, where the initial radius of the source would be imaginary for such small electron388

beam diameters at the end of the avalanche region, because of the diffusion process. A389

spatial 2-D representation of the point source case for electric field magnitudes of 400390

kV·m−1 and 500 kV·m−1 is presented in Figure 6.391

The diffusion process explains also the non-linear horizontal axis for the source di-392

ameter, below the panels A.2 and B.2. We also consider that we need at least 2 avalanche393

lengths in order to have electrons following the RREA spectrum at the end of the avalanche.394
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Under this assumption, we found that at this altitude of 12 km, with an avalanche over395

1 km, electric fields below 340 kV·m−1 at ground level are not sufficient to get electrons396

following a RREA spectrum.397

One major result of this study is that the ambient dose equivalent can reach high398

values, above regulatory annual limits for aircrew (20 mSv) even for large electron beam399

diameter. For low electric fields (340 kV·m−1), we found that all along the electron beam400

the dose is higher that 20 mSv for source diameter up to 650 m, and the dose at the end401

of the avalanche is higher than 1 Sv for source diameters up to 200 m. In Figure 5.A,402

the ambient dose equivalent at the end of the avalanche has a minimum of 30 mSv for403

the largest beam diameter of 2 km, and it exceeds an extremely high dose of 1 Sv, reach-404

ing 7 Sv, for the smaller final beam diameter of 130 m. Along the avalanche, the dose405

does not fall below 1 Sv for a point source, and 0.5 mSv for a final beam diameter of 2406

km.407

In Figure 5.B, the ambient dose equivalent at the end of the avalanche has a min-408

imum of 54 mSv for the largest beam diameter of 2 km, and it reaches even higher val-409

ues than for the case at 400 kV·m−1 (Figure 5.A), with 18 Sv for the smallest final beam410

diameter of 107 meters. Along the avalanche, the dose does not fall below 0.3 Sv for a411

point source, and 40 µSv for a final beam diameter of 2 km.412

For a point source, the dose is extremely high at the very beginning, reaching val-413

ues of hundreds of sieverts. This is artificial, due to the fact that the number of electrons414

per unit area is very large, and happens only over 20 meters above the point source.415

Concerning the electric field value, comparing Figures 5 and 6, we can say that the416

greater the electric field, the greater is the dose at the end of the avalanche. The bremsstrahlung417

photon production frequency per electron νγ does not depend on the electric field, but418

there is a different number of electrons at each moment of time depending on the elec-419

tric field (through λ(E)). For a given number of initial electrons, the number of electrons420

at the end of the avalanche is greater for greater electric fields. Thus, during the avalanche,421

on average, the number of electrons needs to be lower for greater electric field to main-422

tain the number of TGF photons to 1018. It is possible to see this effect on the number423

of initial electrons that is 6· 1016 electrons for E = 400 kV·m−1, and only 4.1 · 1015 elec-424

trons for E = kV·m−1.425
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Figure 5. Representation of the calculated ambient dose equivalent for electrons, within a

homogeneous electric field model. The electric field value corresponds to: (A) 400 kV·m−1 and

(B) 500 kV·m−1 at ground level. The dashed lines represent H∗(10) isocontours. (Panels A.1 and

B.1) Dose produced at the end of a 1-kilometer avalanche, at an altitude of 13 km, as a function

of the electron beam diameter at the end of the avalanche. (Panels A.2 and B.2) Dose produced

inside the avalanche as a function of the electron beam diameter at the end of the avalanche for

various altitudes. The black and striped area represent a non-physical situation considering the

minimum diffusion diameter of a point source. (Panels A.3 and B.3) Dose as a function of the

altitude inside the avalanche for a point source that ends with: (A) a 130 meter diameter and (B)

a 107-meter diameter, represented with a magenta line in panels (2). The avalanche length λ and

the initial number of runaway electrons N0 are respectively: (A) 249 meters and 6 · 1016 electrons,

and (B) 138 meters and 4.1 · 1015 electrons.
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Figure 6. 2-D representation of the calculated ambient dose equivalent for runaway electrons

further accelerated in a homogeneous electric field region, assuming a point source. (a) The elec-

tric field value is 400 kV·m−1 at ground level. The minimum dose reached is 1.4 Sv. The dose

at the end of the avalanche region is 7 Sv. (b) The electric field value is 500 kV·m−1 at ground

level. The minimum dose reached is 0.3 Sv. The dose at the end of the avalanche region is 18 Sv.

The colorbar is the same for both plots and goes from 0.1 Sv to 20 Sv.

3.3 Photons and secondary electrons426

The ambient dose equivalent from photons is plotted in Figure 7. The dose between427

the source and about 1 km above is not calculated here, as shown in Figure 1, because428

photons are produced by electrons, that propagate from the source over at least 700 m429

in both models used in this paper. In this region, the dose is dominated by runaway elec-430

trons. Photons are collected in different rings, in order to estimate the fluence as a func-431

tion of the radial distance, until they reach either an upper virtual screen at 500 km or432

the ground (Figure 1). This ring-based method associated with a Monte Carlo code cre-433

ates a lack of resolution along the axis of symmetry, some kilometers above the source434
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Figure 7. Ambient doses equivalent generated by photons as a function of the observation

altitude and the radial distance. The red diamond is the position of the source of photons, situ-

ated at 12 kilometers of altitude. The maximum dose is reached at the closest point to the source

region and reaches 90 µSv.

(also noticeable in Figure 3 for the runaway electron Monte Carlo code) ; this is a purely435

numerical effect, due to a weak probability to have particles in the smallest rings, and436

it should not be concluded that the dose is weaker close to the axis.437

The step in the dose along the 45◦ line from the source is due to the initial momen-438

tum distribution of the photons. The three safety limits used in the present work are not439

plotted here because photon doses are all under these limits, but we plotted the 1 µSv440

contour for reference. The maximum of the dose is found closest to the source, i.e., 1 km441

above the source, and reaches 90 µSv. It is clear from this simulation, that the dose be-442

tween the source and 1 km above is higher, and could be very high but this is only due443

to the fact that we chose a point source for the photons. The extent of the highest doses444

obtained (above 1 µSv) are contained in an area of 4 km in altitude and a maximum of445

4 km in diameter.446

Concerning secondary electrons, we found that a maximum of 0.6 µSv would be447

delivered one kilometer above the source.448
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Bottollier-Depois et al. (2000) measured an average flight dose rate for a Paris-Tokyo449

flight of 6 µSv·h−1. To give an idea of the impact of these doses over a total flight dose,450

assuming this mean dose rate of 6 µSv·h−1 for a 10 hour-flight, the dose received from451

photons of one TGF at the worst location would represent an increase of 150% of the452

total flight dose. The dose received from secondary electrons of one TGF would repre-453

sent only an increase of 1% of the total flight dose. Even though the extent could be even454

larger than for photons, secondary electrons produce doses so small that, to see an im-455

pact on the calculation of the total dose received from flights, aircrews should find them-456

selves in the vicinity of a TGF several tens of times a year.457

4 Discussion458

4.1 Calculated doses459

Ambient dose equivalents produced by electron avalanches are much larger than460

photon and secondary electron doses. Therefore, runaway electron doses are the most461

concerning here, at least approaching the very high dose of 1 Sv in both models stud-462

ied in the present paper. Comparing the extent of the areas where doses are delivered,463

as photons propagate further in the atmosphere, one needs to consider a larger region464

of space for the photon dose (about 5-km wide over almost 10-km long), but associated465

with relatively small doses, between 0.1 µSv to 0.1 mSv. The region of interest for elec-466

trons is on the order of one kilometer long and 400-meters wide (leader model) to some467

kilometers wide (homogeneous field model), but corresponding to very high doses (> 20468

mSv).469

The two models used here do not give the same results. The pure leader model im-470

plies a high dose in the first third of the avalanche, mostly due to the very small radial471

extent close to the leader tip, even though the maximum number of electrons occurs at472

∼320 m from the source point. On the contrary, the homogeneous field model implies473

a farther maximum dose, which precisely occurs at the end of the avalanche, chosen here474

as 1-km long (except when considering a point source case ; for this particular case, the475

dose can also reach very high values at the very beginning of the avalanche, a small ex-476

tent implying a very high density).477

We can also compare these results with those of Dwyer et al. (2010). Their work478

is comparable to the homogeneous field situation studied in this paper, but uses effec-479
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tive doses in antero-posterior direction unlike the ambient dose equivalent that we use480

here (see Figure 2 for the comparison). They estimated a TGF dose at the end of the481

avalanche as a function of the electron beam diameter ; our results are similar to the TGF482

doses that they calculated, taking into account that ambient dose equivalent conversion483

coefficients are greater than effective dose conversion coefficients for energies around 1484

MeV (see Figure 2). Actually, we found the same results as Dwyer et al. (2010) with ef-485

fective doses, and have now an estimation of the dose all along the avalanche region.486

For the homogeneous model, the variation of the dose along the avalanche depends487

on the parameters of the problem: electric field value, length of the avalanche, and source488

altitude. The higher the electric field, the higher the dose at the end of the avalanche.489

However, the dose along the avalanche is lower, due to the lower number of initial elec-490

trons, as it can be seen in Figures 5 and 6. Concerning the influence of the altitude, the491

higher the altitude, the lower the dose at the end of the avalanche (e.g., doses at the end492

of the avalanche for a point source: 12 Sv for 10 km; 7 Sv for 12 km), but with a greater493

dose along the avalanche. Finally, we found that longer avalanches imply lower doses along494

the whole avalanche. This can be easily understood by the fact that since we fix the num-495

ber of photons produced during the TGF, for longer avalanches, electrons are less com-496

pactly packed than for shorter avalanches. For avalanches shorter than 1 km (e.g., 500497

meters), the dose reaches around 1 Sv all along the avalanche.498

These results, especially for the homogeneous field model, were obtained for a very499

specific case designed to fit our current knowledge of TGFs: source altitude of 12 km,500

ambient electric field value of 400 or 500 kV·m−1, and the length of the avalanche re-501

gion of 1 km. However, while studying the impact of these parameters, we observed that502

even for low electric field values (340 kV·m−1), lower altitudes (10 km), or longer avalanche503

regions, electron doses were still approaching the 1-Sv-value at the end of the avalanche.504

Concerning the pure leader model, the results depend on the initial number of electrons,505

and vary proportionally with it.506

4.2 TGF brightness assumption507

For both models, we chose a fixed value of 1018 photons produced at the source of508

the TGF (called “TGF brightness” in the following), which is in agreement with satel-509

lite measurements (e. g., Mailyan et al., 2019). However, the maximum possible bright-510
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ness of TGFs is still an open question. For instance, Gjesteland et al. (2015) have shown511

a diversity in the intrinsic brightness of TGFs going up to 1020 of photons with energies512

> 1 MeV. Thus, one cannot exclude TGF brightness up to 1020, knowing that all the513

detectors in space suffered saturation for some TGF events, and that Mailyan et al. (2016,514

2019); Sarria et al. (2019); Gjesteland et al. (2015) reported such high values. Of course,515

TGFs with brightness up to 1020 are probably much rarer events, but knowing that the516

dose depends linearly on the TGF brightness, in principle the associated dose might be517

100 times greater for brightness up to 1020. Thus, especially for doses associated with518

photons discussed in this paper, one would obtain significant values, reaching up to 9519

mSv, and resulting in 1-km wide areas with levels of radiation exceeding the 1-mSv safety520

limit.521

4.3 Effect of the aircraft cabin522

In order to estimate what will be the influence of runaway electrons on crew doses,523

we make the following considerations. On actual airplanes the aluminum skin is about524

1.6 mm. For the A320 airplane for instance, it goes from 0.8 mm where it is not pres-525

surized, up to 7 mm at the door frames (Rappeneau, K., Air France, personal commu-526

nication, June 29, 2020). In this work we choose to model aircraft cabins assuming a 5-527

mm aluminum skin, to account for a margin that may include the fact that TGFs are528

mostly upward, and there are the floor and the luggages below the passengers and crews529

that could attenuate the radiation.530

Electron stopping power value for aluminum in the minimum ionizing range cor-531

responds to 4 MeV·cm−1 (Berger et al., 2005). Therefore, the electron spectrum (Fig-532

ure 4) shifts by about 2 MeV to lower energies. The impact on the doses are shown for533

electrons in Figure 8. The dose is slightly attenuated by the cabin, but the difference rep-534

resents around 30% of its value. One can add that secondary particles will be produced535

by electrons penetrating the cabin, scattering from many directions. Aircraft passengers536

will be therefore exposed from a larger solid angle. Secondary particles produced by elec-537

tron penetrating the cabin would include bremsstrahlung photons, that would have neg-538

ligible effects compared to the extremely high doses delivered by electrons here, but will539

also include neutrons, that have the highest weighting factors concerning equivalent dose540

calculations. No simulation to determine doses delivered by these neutrons has been run541

in this work, but one can note that neutrons have been studied in (Tavani et al., 2013)542
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regarding the possible effects on avionics, although no assessment of the biological ef-543

fects has been performed. Even though the exposition would be more diffused after the544

aircraft, the dose delivered by electrons is not sufficiently reduced to reach values un-545

der the safety limits, as we can see in Figure 8. Hence, we conclude that the cabin rep-546

resents a poor protection to the high-energy electrons causing TGFs in agreement with547

Dwyer et al. (2010).548

Concerning photons, 5 mm of aluminum let more than 90 % of the photons with549

energies greater than 1 MeV to go through (Berger et al., 2005). Therefore there is no550

significant impact on gamma-rays, and the doses calculated without attenuation in Fig-551

ure 7 are close to those that would be received by passengers.552

For secondary electrons, that have weaker energies, the cabin attenuates their dose553

by 80%, reaching only 0.1 µSv.554

Figure 8. Attenuation of the electron dose by the cabin within the pure leader model, with

the observation 50 m above the source (blue) and 100 m above the source (magenta). The cal-

culation is made by subtracting 2 MeV from each electron. Electrons with energies lower than 2

MeV are simply removed as they stop in the aircraft skin.
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4.4 Radiation risk associated with TGFs555

A risk analysis of an event should take into account the likelihood of the event to556

happen and its severity. Even though it seems rather rare for an aircraft to find itself557

in a TGF source region, that is to say at the wrong place, at the wrong time, the con-558

sequences could be serious.559

It is currently impossible to predict where and when a TGF will occur, and it is560

still difficult to predict the exact spatial and temporal distribution of TGFs around the561

world. In fact, more and more TGF are detected as specifically designed instruments are562

being used, especially fast instruments able to detect several TGF photons produced in563

about 100 µs, and that does not saturate with the TGF high-energy photons (up to 40564

MeV). Currently, the Atmosphere-Space Interactions Monitor (ASIM) on the Interna-565

tional Space Station, launched in April 2018, is composed of the MXGS (Modular X- and566

Gamma-ray Sensor) instrument designed to detect TGFs, with a low energy detector and567

a high energy detector, to cover energies between 15 keV and 20 MeV (Neubert et al.,568

2019). ASIM will help to have a better appreciation on the spatial and temporal distri-569

bution of TGFs.570

It seems difficult today to quantify precisely the probability for an aircraft to find571

itself in a TGF and so to predict the dose that would be received statistically. This work572

calls for a need to run a thorough radiation risk assessment for aircraft passengers fly-573

ing in thunderstorms, including an estimation of the probability for an aircraft to find574

itself in a TGF source region.575

It is worth mentioning that ongoing statistical studies based on data collected us-576

ing passive dosimeters on board Air France flights have not found significant dose increases577

associated with routes crossing thunderstorms (lower than a few mSv over 3-month in-578

tegration periods) (Trompier et al., 2014).579

5 Conclusions580

In the present work, radiation dose calculations associated with TGF events are581

carried out within two production models. Monte Carlo simulations for photons, secondary582

electrons, and runaway electrons within a “pure” leader model, or their further accel-583

eration in a hypothetical homogeneous field, show that:584
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• Secondary electrons produce negligible doses (a fraction of microsievert)585

• Photons produce doses of a fraction of millisievert (<1 mSv) over an area span-586

ning over several kilometers587

• Runaway electrons may produce very significant doses (approaching 1 Sv) in com-588

pact volumes589

This work hence shows that high-energy electrons causing TGFs are likely to cor-590

respond to high doses, although in compact regions: high doses on the one hand, and591

a low probability for an aircraft to lie in the electron beam on the other hand. In order592

to qualify the extremely high doses announced in this work, we note that none of the mon-593

itoring done with dosimeters on airplanes until now has measured doses as high as around594

20 mSv from TGFs, likely because pilots avoid thunderstorms in most cases. However,595

the need of a thorough radiation risk assessment for aircraft passengers and aircrews is596

clearly called by the present work. Further TGF-focused missions could contribute to597

answer these questions regarding radiation dose issues. Moreover, measurements done598

in thunderstorms will be necessary to confirm doses estimated in this work.599
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